PROFOOT
THE PROFOOT PEDESTAL RANGE
The ProFoot Adjustable Pedestal range creates that seamless indoor outdoor flow that is so important to
the Kiwi lifestyle.

Adjustable Pedestal solutions from 10mm to
500mm+. Versatile applications thanks to a
modular system comprising of various base
pedestals.
Extension rings which provide a simple solution
to achieve additional height where required,
in conjunction with a range of adapters to suit
timber, stone or the EVO aluminium substructure.

BENEFITS
• Suitable for Decking and Stone Pavers
• Solutions for low levels where low assembly height is
critical
• Use our EVO aluminium substructure or timber joists
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• Range of fixing options from stainless steel screws to
concealed fixing option
• Comprehensive range of components to form fascia’s,
stairs and ramps.
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The ProFoot Pedestal range provides an array
of solutions for the substructure. Select the
appropriate adaptor and simply ‘click’ into the
pedestal head.
Timber joists can be side fixed into the ‘L’ adaptor
making installation effortless.

Click adapters

The ‘Click’ adapters are designed to suit the EVO
aluminium substructure system. The ‘Click’ Adapter
fits into the pedestal head and the EVO profile
clicks into the adapter providing a quick and stable
connection.

Stone adapters

The ‘Stone’ adapter fits into the pedestal head. The
tabs on the adapter can be snapped off as required
to suit the location of the tile. The 2.5mm tab
provides an attractive negative detail which allows
for water run off from the surface of the tile.
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The EVO range of profiles offer a comprehensive suite of sub-structures to support your deck.
The aluminium profiles provide a straight, true and dimensionally stable sub-structure to support timber or stone.
EVO profiles are supplied in 4.0m lengths.

EVO 40 provides a robust sub-structure with the
ability to span greater distances between pedestals.

EVO Slim at 20mm high is ideal where low
height assembly is critical whilst still providing a
dimensionally stable platform.

EVO Light is specifically designed for timber
decking, whether direct screw fixing or with the EVO
Light concealed fixings.

The ProFoot range offers a multitude of aesthetic
solutions from fascia options for complementing the
front edge of a deck to componentry for forming
stairs and ramps.

DrainTec profile offers an aesthetic finish to the
perimeter of decks or simply run adjacent to the
structure. The geometry prevents splashback from
the deck staining the cladding.
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Fastening options include direct screw fix through the EVO aluminium profile to hidden fastenings options for
timber and composite decking.

The Twin System Clip locks into the EVO substructure. The groove decking boards are fitted in
place then secured with the stainless steel clamping
plate. The Twin System Clip is ideal for composite
decking.

Deck Gliders come in two sizes and can be used
with dimensionally stable timber. The gliders are
screw fixed to the underside of the decking and sit
within the top channel of the EVO profile.

We have a range of A4 stainless steel screws for
timber to timber fixing and timber decking to the
EVO aluminium profile. Screws are compliant with
German standards.

For further information refer to our website or call
us for assistance in design or calculating quantities
for your next deck.
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